The vital source of insight for the insurance industry.

An unfair advantage.

You need a clear and current view of the ever-changing insurance market. It’s essential to mitigate risk, stay ahead of regulatory and legislation changes and plan for growth. But finding a trusted single source with a broad view of the global market can be difficult.

Insurance Day gives insurance professionals a competitive edge with unparalleled access to news, analysis and market data.

Insurance Day is the world’s leading source of insurance industry insight. It offers an unparalleled overview of the market – how it is changing and what the major players are doing in response. Get the insight and data you need to anticipate future trends and move quickly to make the most of emerging opportunities.

Online portal
- News and comment on crucial market trends
- In-depth coverage of important events
- Insight into the career moves of key industry players
- M&A tracker, with search filters including year, region, type, buyer, seller and size
- A tailored view allowing users to set content preferences

Daily briefing
A daily email with 10 must-see articles, tailored to you

Editor’s choice
A weekly email outlining key industry stories

Daily digital edition
- News and comment on crucial market trends
- In-depth coverage of important events

Free events
- Conversations about future plans and market trends from the industry elite
- Unique networking opportunities
Save time with a single view
Get big-picture industry insight and in-depth detail on specific topics from one trusted source.

Get content that's right for you
Get directly to what you need with a customisable page setup, topic alerts and RSS feeds.

Stay ahead of regulation
Anticipate potential complications with unique insight into the regulatory environment and how any changes might affect your business.

Identify new opportunities
Build your business decisions on a firm foundation and spot emerging trends and opportunities quickly with in-depth, unique insight.

Knowledge is power
Get fully briefed on what's happening in London, Bermuda, Europe and other major markets and stay ahead of your competitors with a set of tools designed to keep you on the front foot.

Know who you're doing business with
Choose your business partners with confidence using intelligence from our company profiles and insight into their financial performance.

Stay ahead of regulation
Anticipate potential complications with unique insight into the regulatory environment and how any changes might affect your business.

Identify new opportunities
Build your business decisions on a firm foundation and spot emerging trends and opportunities quickly with in-depth, unique insight.

Knowledge is power
Get fully briefed on what's happening in London, Bermuda, Europe and other major markets and stay ahead of your competitors with a set of tools designed to keep you on the front foot.
Insight for insurance professionals

For underwriters.
Make decisions based on the most up-to-date, comprehensive market view with clear insight into global risk patterns and how they are changing.

For legal professionals.
Understand the market context with complete and timely analysis of regulatory and legal developments affecting insurers and reinsurers.

For brokers.
Benchmark your progress and grasp opportunities with news, analysis and data on your competitors.

For reinsurers.
Leverage vital information not found anywhere else. Get full news coverage as well as detailed information on global reinsurance issues: pricing and capacity trends, and new capital.

For technologists.
Stay abreast of the technological advances that are shaping the industry and anticipate how your organisation can harness IT to meet the approaching tech revolution.

275 years of editorial expertise

No. 1 publication for the London insurance market

10,000 subscribers worldwide

100,000 + Articles available to search

350 + Articles published each month

more high value articles than our nearest competitor
To find out more about Insurance Day, contact us on:

America Tel: +1 646 265 1875
EMEA Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 5392
APAC Tel: +65 6505 2084

Insurance Day is part of Informa plc, one of the largest information companies in the world, constantly investing in technology, people and customer solutions.

FTSE 100 listed company
£2.7bn turnover
£8.47bn market capitalisation
11,000 employees